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Theater 

And Now, 

Frida's Life 

Inspires a Play 

Las dos Fridas (The Two Fri

das) D i r e  c t e d by 
A b r a h am Oceransky 
Starring Diana Bracho and 
María del Carmen Farías 

■ 

Thirty years after her death. 
Frida Kahlo is in vogue in the 
contemporary Mexican cultural 
scene. Her life and her works 
are being examined in new 
biographies, art exhibits, a film, 
and now, in an extraordinary 
play. 

Frida was a strong woman, a 
painter by trade and vocation, a 
person of deep roots,; strong 
emotions and much love for 
Diego Rivera; a woman who 
cared about color combina
tions, about the libertarían 
struggl es of her times, a 
woman shattered: Frida's life 
presents a wealth of angles. 
"The Two Frida's' is cut from 
that wealth, from the depths of 
the person, from the decisive 
moments that marked her path 
and an entire period of Mexican 
history. 

On stage, Frida speaks through 
two characters, one young and 
the other mature.  Polio, 
painting, her accident, Diego 
Rivera and her longing for 
social justice flow together to 
form the woman, and they in
t e r a  c t ,  t h r o u gh t h e  t w o  
characters, to shape the play. 

Diana Bracho and María del 
Carmen Farías, who play the 
young Frida and the mature 
Frída, respectively, carry the 
audience with them on a 
wonderfully fresh and tender 
excursion into the fantasies of 
childhood, the audacity of 
adolescence and the cruel pas
sion of solitude. 

Frida, totally suí generís in life 
becomes universal. Li ke a 
character out of a Greek 
tragedy, Frida transcends the 
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odds and ends 

collective creation that expres
ses the sensitivity and the con
tr a di  c t i  o ns of the ma'in 
character, as well as of the 
dramatists who bring her to life. 
And in a special way, the play 
also expresses the very essence 
of Mexico.* 

Elizabeth Maier 
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